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Abstract 29 
Understanding the processes that drive explosive-effusive transitions during large silicic eruptions is 30 
crucial to hazard mitigation. Conduit models usually treat magma ascent and degassing as a gradual, 31 
unidirectional progression from bubble nucleation through to magmatic fragmentation. However, 32 
there is growing evidence for the importance of bi-directional clastogenic processes that sinter 33 
fragmented materials into coherent clastogenic magmas. Bombs that were ejected immediately before 34 
the first emergence of lava in the 2011-2012 eruption at Cordón Caulle volcano (Chile) are texturally 35 
heterogeneous composite assemblages of welded pyroclastic material. Although diverse in density and 36 
appearance, SEM and X-Ray tomographic analysis show them all to have been formed by multi-37 
generational viscous sintering of fine ash. Sintering created discrete clasts ranging from obsidian to 38 
pumice and formed a pervasive clast-supporting matrix that assembled these clasts into a conduit-39 
sealing plug. An evaluation of sintering timescales reveals texturally disparate bomb components to 40 
represent only minutes of difference in residence time within the conduit. Permeability modeling 41 
indicates that the plug was an effective conduit seal, with outgassing potential – even from lowhigh-42 
porosity regions – being limited by the inability of gas to flow across tendrils of densely sintered inter-43 
clast matrix. Contrary to traditional perspectives, declining expressions of explosivity at the surface 44 
need not be preceded or accompanied by a decline in fragmentation efficiency. Instead, they result 45 
from tips in balance between the opposing processes of fragmentation and sintering that occur in 46 
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countless cycles within volcanic conduits. These processes may be particularly enhanced at silicic fissure 47 
volcanoes, which have laterally extensive subsurface plumbing systems that require complex magma 48 
ascent pathways. The textures investigated here reveal the processes occurring within silicic fissures to 49 
be phenomenologically identical to those that have been inferred to occur in tuffisite veins:; silicic 50 
conduits are essentially being supersized examples of edifice-penetrating tuffisite veins. 51 
Keywords: Cordón Caulle, rhyolite, sintering, explosive-effusive transition  52 
 53 

1 Introduction 54 

Silicic eruptions are among the most destructive of naturally occurring phenomena. Many undergo an 55 
explosive-to-effusive transition, when widespread pyroclast dispersal is followed by relatively gentle 56 
outpourings of lava (e.g., Eichelberger and Westrich 1981; Eichelberger et al. 1986; Adams et al. 2006; 57 
Castro and Gardner 2008). Transitions are generally thought to involve intrinsic shifts from closed-58 
system degassing that promotes rapid magma ascent and fragmentation, to open-system degassing 59 
that promotes gas escape, slow magma ascent, and preservation of melt coherence (e.g., Taylor et al. 60 
1983; Eichelberger et al. 1986; Newman et al. 1988; Degruyter et al. 2012). They can also be linked to 61 
extrinsic controls such as declining magma ascent rates driven by changes in conduit geometry or 62 
exhaustion of magma supply (Nguyen et al. 2014; Cassidy et al. 2018). Understanding these transitions 63 
is critical, as each marks a dramatic decline reduction in the footprint of an eruption’s impact footprint, 64 
and is a key milestone in hazard mitigation (Elissondo et al. 2016).   65 

Fragmentation was long considered to be the defining feature of explosive eruptions (Eichelberger 66 
1995) but there is now abundant evidence that fragmentation and explosivity are not synonymous. 67 
Localized fragmentation and shear fracturing in conduits can aid outgassing without causing 68 
explosivitytriggering explosive pyroclastic discharge to the surface (Gonnermann and Manga 2003; Rust 69 
et al. 2004). Transient fractures, or tuffisites, within and around magma-filled conduits can facilitate 70 
outgassing and overpressure modulation during predominantly effusive activity (Stasiuk et al. 1996; 71 
Tuffen et al. 2003; Tuffen et al. 2008; Cabrera et al. 2011; Castro et al. 2012; Kolzenburg et al. 2012; 72 
Cabrera et al. 2015; Kendrick et al. 2016; Saubin et al. 2016; Farquharson et al. 2017; Kolzenburg et al. 73 
2019). Furthermore, even extensive fragmentation can be reversed by viscous sintering or welding of 74 
previously fragmented material (Quane and Russell 2005; Vasseur et al. 2013; Wadsworth et al. 2014; 75 
Gardner et al. 2017; Gardner et al. 2018, 2019; Heap et al. 2019). Still, existing conduit models seeking 76 
to describe explosive-effusive transitions require that some threshold for shifting activity be defined, 77 
and typically do so by investigating if ascending magma does or does not meet one of several criteria 78 
for fragmentation (Gonnermann and Manga 2003; Spieler et al. 2004; Degruyter et al. 2012; Nguyen et 79 
al. 2014; Cassidy et al. 2018). 80 

A hindrance to understanding explosive-effusive transitions partly stems from the difficulty of 81 
identifying eruptive products that exemplify the physical state(s) of magma within conduits-in-82 
transition (Adams et al. 2006). Explosive-effusive transitions appear as instantaneous events in the rock 83 
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record (Taylor et al. 1983; Newman et al. 1988). Samples of early pyroclasts and later lavas provide 84 
insight about how end-member degassing regimes ultimately differed (Castro and Gardner 2008; 85 
Nguyen et al. 2014), but do not necessarily capture the crucial time window when eruption styles were 86 
dramatically shifting (Adams et al. 2006; Isgett et al. 2017). Furthermore, the effusive phase of silicic 87 
eruptions often produces vent-capping lava domes (c.f. Chaitén; Pallister et al. 2013)(c.f. Chaitén; 88 
Pallister et al., 2013), which can exacerbate erasureconceal of critical transitional eruption products. 89 
The 2011-2012 rhyolite eruption of Cordón Caulle volcano (Chile) provides an unprecedented 90 
opportunity to investigate the textural state of magma that was in the conduit during a closely observed 91 
explosive-effusive transition, in withwhich lava that flowed efficiently away from its source vent (Tuffen 92 
et al., 2013). 93 

1.1 The Cordón Caulle fissure, and eruptive transitions in 2011-2012 94 

Cordón Caulle is a 15 km long and 4 km wide NW-SE trending fissure system within the <100 ka 95 
Puyehue-Cordón Caulle Volcanic Complex (PCCVC) in the Southern Chilean Andes. Cordón Caulle has 96 
been the site of the last three PCCVC eruptions, with rhyolite erupted from a variety of vents in 1921-97 
22, 1960, and 2011-12 (Gerlach et al. 1988; Lara et al. 2006; Castro et al. 2013). The 1960 eruption was 98 
significant for having begun 38 hours after the Mw=9.5 Valdivia earthquake, and for creating a series 99 
of >20 vents. It has thus inspired analysis of the links between regional tectonics and eruption triggers, 100 
and demonstrated significant structural controls on silicic magma pathways in fissure systems (Lara et 101 
al. 2004; Delle Donna et al. 2010; Sawi and Manga 2018). The 2011-12 eruption began on June 4, 2011, 102 
with a Plinian eruption column that dispersed rhyolite tephra across Argentina and disrupted airspace 103 
throughout the southern hemisphere (Elissondo et al. 2016). It remains the largest terrestrial eruption 104 
to-date of the 21st century and is only the second eruption of rhyolite (after Chaiteén, 2008) to have 105 
been directly observed by scientists.     106 

The explosive-effusive transition at Cordón Caulle was protracted, occurring over many months. Plinian 107 
explosivity began on June 4-5, 2011, with an eruption column that reached >14 km 108 
(SERNAGEOMIN/OVDAS 2011). Effusive activity began when lava emerged from the vent on June 15, 109 
and continued until late 2012 (with endogenous lava advance continuing into 2013; Tuffen et al. 2013). 110 
But the style of explosivity changed character several times in the lead-up to lava emergence, and 111 
explosivity did not cease upon commencement of effusion (Castro et al. 2013; Castro et al. 2014).  112 

Several key changes in eruption dynamics preceded the first emergence of lava at Cordón Caulle (Fig. 113 
1C-D). June 7 saw a shift from tephra-depositing pyroclastic columns and density currents, to a period 114 
that included both sustained tephra emission and the ballistic ejection of bombs (Pistolesi et al. 2015). 115 
This onset of ballistic activity coincided with the beginning of intense uplift in the vent region, indicating 116 
that magma was starting to be emplaced as a laccolith in the shallow subsurface (Castro et al. 2016). 117 
Edifice inflation, tephra dispersal, and bomb ejection continued for 4-5 days, culminating in an intense 118 
period of ballistic activity on Jun 12-13, which was the last major event before lava emergence 119 
(SERNAGEOMIN/OVDAS 2011; Silva Parejas et al. 2012; Pistolesi et al. 2015; Castro et al. 2016). 120 
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Following lava emergence, the eruption entered into “hybrid” activity (Lara 2008; Castro et al. 2012; 121 
Silva Parejas et al. 2012; Castro et al. 2013) that included explosions and effusion from a common vent 122 
system. Hybrid activity lasted through early 2012, and progressively waned in intensity (Castro et al. 123 
2013; Schipper et al. 2013). Despite these complex overlaps in style, the eruption can be understood to 124 
have undergone a protracted transition from predominantly explosive to predominantly effusive, with 125 
a commensurate decline in the eruption’s tephra hazard footprint. 126 

The fissural character of the Cordón Caulle system was less dramatically expressed at the surface in 127 
2011-2012 than it had been in the previous two eruptions (e.g., Lara et al. 2004). All of the 2011-2012 128 
explosive and effusive activity occurred from a relatively focused vent (apparent vent shifts in Fig.1A-F 129 
being a function of off-nadir MODIS viewing angles; Wang et al. 2011). However, the laterally extensive 130 
nature of the Cordón Caulle plumbing system was apparent in pre- and syn-eruptive deformation 131 
patterns captured in INSAR interferograms by Jay et al. (2014). They documented several deformation 132 
centres distributed along the structurally controlled NW-SE trend of Cordón Caulle, most notably two 133 
deflation centres 2-10 km from the 2011-2012 vent, that were active from May 8 – June 7, 2011. 134 
Furthermore, although the 2011-2012 vent shifts were not as dramatic in 1960, satellite images (Fig. 135 
1G) and observations (Schipper et al. 2013) of hybrid activity showed concurrent activity of multiple 136 
sub-vents, also aligned in a NW-SE trend, at many points during the eruption. 137 

We present textures of bombs from Cordón Caulle, predominantly focusing on those that were ejected 138 
during the high-energy ballistic episode that bridged initial (exclusively) explosive activity with 139 
subsequent (hybrid) effusive activity (SERNAGEOMIN/OVDAS 2011; Castro et al. 2013; Pistolesi et al. 140 
2015). These texturally complex bombs have been noted and partially described by several authors 141 
(Castro et al. 2014; Pistolesi et al. 2015; Paisley et al. 2019a; Paisley et al. 2019b). We use bomb textures 142 
to gain insight into the state of magma within silicic fissures and their associated subvolcanic conduits 143 
in the lead-up to an explosive-effusive transition. We examine the processes that drive conduit closure 144 
and discuss the seeming dichotomy that opposing clastogenic processes (fragmentation versus 145 
sintering) can both prolong and extinguish explosivity from a constricting silicic system.     146 

2 Samples and methods 147 

Bombs were mapped and examined in vent-proximal and -distal field locations over five field seasons 148 
from 2013-2017. In November 2017, we carried out an aerial survey of the 2011-2012 Cordón Caulle 149 
vent and lava flow, using an XCam® camera fixed to a Cessna® 152 airplane, which collected a suite of 150 
high-resolution (7cm/pixel) orthophotos (Fig. 2B-C).  Hundreds of bombs were examined in the field,  151 
26 in collected hand samples, 21 in thin section, and 13 with X-Ray computed tomography (CT). Table 152 
1 provides a representative suite of documented bombs and the analyses performed on each. 153 

Polished thin sections of selected bombs were examined with backscatter electron (BSE) imaging and 154 
semi-quantitative Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) on the JEOL JXA-8260 Superprobe at 155 
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Victoria University of Wellington. Particle sizes on selected BSE images were measured using ImageJ 156 
(Schneider et al. 2012)ImageJ. 157 

X-Ray computed tomography of Bomb textures were examined in hand sample, thin sections, and with 158 
X-Ray computed tomography (CT) at two different scales (~13 and ~1.5 µm). Llarge samples (≤10 cm) 159 
were was performedscanned in Hutch 3B of the Imaging and Medical Beamline at the Australian 160 
Synchrotron (Clayton), using their Ruby detector, 30 keV, and 0.8 s exposure time over 180° rotations, 161 
yielding reconstructed scans with voxel edge-lengths of ~13 µm. One bomb from this suite (P14-B02; 162 
Table 1, Fig. 3E) was then selected for high-resolution CT with the RX-Solutions Rescan at l’Université 163 
de Grenoble Alpes (France), after it was determined to be representative of Cordón Caulle composite 164 
bombs, and to contain the full spectrum of observed components within them (see Section 3)was 165 
selected for high-resolution CT with the RX-Solutions Rescan at l’Université de Grenoble Alpes (France). 166 
This onee bomb was sawn in half with a rock saw, and a small coring tool was used to extract 3 mm 167 
diameter cores from selected regions of interest. Each core was scanned using a LaB6 filament, 45 keV, 168 
180° rotation, and 10 s exposure time, yielding reconstructed central subvolumes with voxel edge 169 
lengths of ~1.5 µm. Image stacks were manipulated using ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012) and volumes 170 
rendered using Drishti Image (Limaye 2012). The Darcian permeabilities of selected CT subvolumes 171 
were modeled by Lattice Boltzmann simulation (Degruyter et al. 2010). Subvolumes for permeability 172 
simulation were 250x250x500 pixels, with flow simulated along the long direction. We used a low 173 
model inlet pressure (0.0005 MPa), and following Degruyter et al. (2010) we verified that an increase 174 
or decrease of this inlet pressure by more than two orders of magnitude did not result in any changes 175 
in modeled permeability, ensuring flow was in the low Reynolds (laminar) and Mach number regimes. 176 

Polished thin sections of selected bombs were examined with backscatter electron (BSE) imaging and 177 
semi-quantitative Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) on the JEOL JXA-8260 Superprobe at 178 
Victoria University of Wellington.  179 

3 Results 180 

3.1 Bomb distributions and types 181 

The “proximal” bomb field occupies a radial area <400 m from vent (Fig. 2A), and corresponds to the 182 
range of ballistic bomb deposition (impact and down-slope rolling/bouncing) observed during waning 183 
hybrid activity in January 2012 (Schipper et al. 2013). It is littered with countless blocks and bombs 184 
ranging from the decimetric scale to a maximum of ~2.5 metres across (Fig. 2B,D). The “distal” bomb 185 
field extends to up to 3.1 km from the vent, skewed toward the west/northwest (Fig. 2A). It is comprised 186 
of many bombs up to ~1 metre in size (although usually just remnant fragments of what were larger 187 
bombs), and are often associated with impact craters up to ~5 metres in diameter (Fig. 2C,E). The 188 
craters are several 10s of centimeters deep, and usually surrounded by a rim of pyroclastic debris that 189 
is coarser than the ash plain that they punctuate (Fig. 2E). Some craters cannot be linked to any specific 190 
bomb, indicating that the ballistics bounced, rolled, shattered, or were buried in the substrate they 191 
impacted (Fitzgerald et al. 2014).   192 
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Proximal bombs are the most texturally homogeneous of any observed at Cordón Caulle. Our fieldwork 193 
shows that most (~80 %) are angular, dense, and texturally similar to outer portions of the coherent 194 
lava flow. Their dull grey colour is similar to that of lava samples with >60% microlites in the groundmass 195 
(Schipper et al. 2019). They often have vesicles with a “frosted” appearance, similar to the vapour-196 
phase cristobalite-bearing vesicles that are common in the lava flow (Schipper et al. 2015; Schipper et 197 
al. 2020) (Fig. 3A). The remaining (~20%) of proximal bombs are flow-banded and partially breadcrusted 198 
obsidian (Fig. 3B). Distal bombs (> 400 m to 3.1 km) are distinctly different. They are almost exclusively 199 
composites, or welded assemblages of many different particles (Fig. 3C-J). We refer to them as 200 
“composite bombs”, and note that they have been previously described as “spectacularly welded” 201 
bombs by Pistolesi et al. (2015), “pumice breccia” bombs by Castro et al. (2014), and “non-oxidized 202 
breccias” by Paisley et al. (2019b). Composite bombs are not apparent in our orthophotographs of the 203 
surface of the lava flow (Fig. 2B,D), although poor bomb/crater preservation would be expected on the 204 
lava itself (e.g., Fitzgerald et al. 2014). Our observations of composite bomb distribution are consistent 205 
with the stratigraphic reconstruction of Pistolesi et al. (2015) and observations of 206 
SERNAGEOMIN/OVDAS (2011) that link distal (composite) bomb emplacement to the high-energy 207 
ballistic phase of June 12-13 (Fig. 1E1D).  208 

The lava-like proximal bombs do not show any sign of post-eruptive expansion or textural modification, 209 
and may be more accurately described as blocks (Fig. 3A). Partial expansion of proximal obsidian bombs 210 
is however apparent in preferential foaming along flow bands (Fig. 3B). Conversely, most composite 211 
bombs show evidence of having significantly expanded, or breadcrusted, after ejection. Some of the 212 
composite bombs have clear breadcrusting patterns on their surfaces (Fig. 3C), but in others the 213 
expansion is apparent in them being friable and having large and oxidized cavities in their interiors (Fig. 214 
3D). The composite bombs appear to have breadcrusted en masse, such that at the time of ejection 215 
each bomb expanded as a single entity, with central cavities forming regardless of there being 216 
boundaries between the components within them. 217 

The heterogeneity of the composite bombs is extreme. Over several field campaigns, the authors 218 
deliberated on how to best characterize them. Proposed types included “breadcrust bomb” (e.g., Fig. 219 
3C), “pumice breccia” (e.g., Fig. 3D-F; Castro et al. 2014), “tuffisites” (Paisley et al. 2019a), “obsidian 220 
breccia” (e.g., Fig. 3G-H), “pebble bombs” or “honeycomb” (e.g., Fig. 3I; Whattam 2018), and “obsidian 221 
bombs with/without pumice” (e.g., Fig. 3J). Ultimately, these categories proved to have limited 222 
usefulness due to the large variability within them and gradational differences between them. 223 
Furthermore, field mapping showed no relationship between composite bomb type and distribution 224 
patterns. Here, we distil these categories into a unifying textural class of “composite” bombs: 225 
heterogeneity being their unifying characteristic.  226 

3.2 Components of composite bombs 227 

Composite bombs consist of assemblages of clasts with relatively homogenous internal textures and 228 
clear boundaries, bound together by borderless domains of matrix (Fig. 3D-H). The volume occupied by 229 
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clasts is usually greater than that occupied by the matrix, with matrix often occupying sinuous inter-230 
clast interstices (Fig. 3D-H). Rarely, clasts are relatively sparse and fully matrix-supported (Fig. 3I). In 231 
other rare bombs, no matrix is visible in hand sample; the composite nature of these pyroclasts is 232 
apparent in there being clasts of one texture fully embedded in larger domains of another (Fig. 3J). 233 
Individual composite bombs can look vastly different to each other, but are ultimately unified by being 234 
composite, each composed of a heterogeneous assemblage of clasts that are bound together by 235 
variable amounts of matrix material.  236 

Clasts within composite bombs range from dense obsidian to highly vesicular pumice, with rare 237 
crystalline lithics. Even when a bomb is dominated by one type of clast, the presence of other types is 238 
common and striking (e.g., rare or minor obsidian within the pumice-dominated bombs of Fig. 3D-F, 239 
4A-B). Further textural complexity is apparent within clasts when they are viewed in thin section (Fig. 240 
4B) and BSE images (Fig. 4C-H).  241 

Obsidian clasts range in size from few millimetres (Fig. 4B) to occupying almost the entirety of 242 
decimetric bombs and bomb fragments (Fig. 3J). Some obsidian is homogeneous, hypocrystalline 243 
rhyolitic glass (labeled “homogeneous obsidian” in Fig. 4C). Other obsidian has more complex 244 
microtextures in which unequivocal evidence for clastic origins are is preserved (“clastogenic obsidian” 245 
of Fig. 4C) (Castro et al. 2014). This evidence includes greyscale variations in BSE images that delineate 246 
where original (but now highly deformed) particle boundaries had been before densification (inset to 247 
Fig. 4C). It also includes the presence of mafic domains that are compositionally distinct to the dominant 248 
rhyolite, and could only have been incorporated as particles (Fig. 4C; see section 3.3). Individual 249 
obsidian clasts often contain regions that appear homogenous, and others that are obviously 250 
clastogenic (Fig. 4C,D).  251 

Pumice clasts are white-to-beige, cover a similarly broad size range to the obsidian, and can be 252 
subdivided into two textural types. The first is “borderless” (sensu Saubin et al. 2016), with 253 
homogeneous textures throughout and no difference in vesicle texture from clast interiors to rims (Fig. 254 
4E,H). Borderless pumices are usually flattened/deformed into angular-tipped fiamme. These tend to 255 
be aligned with adjacent pumice clasts to define a fabric similar to that in pumice-rich welded 256 
ignimbrites (Quane and Russell 2005; Wright and Cashman 2014) (e.g., inset to Fig. 3D, Fig. 4B). Other 257 
pumice clasts have large, extensively coalesced vesicles at their centres, but a radial gradation; first 258 
toward smaller, more isolated and increasingly flattened vesicles, and then to dense glassy margins 259 
(Fig. 4D-F). These are similar to the “pale vesicular clasts” with degassed borders that were described 260 
in tuffisites from Chaitén volcano (Saubin et al. 2016), and similar textures have been produced in 261 
experiments on expanding obsidian and shriveling pumice (Kennedy et al. 2016; von Aulock et al. 2017). 262 
We describe these as “foamed” pumice, as in most cases they appear to have isotropically expanded in 263 
situ within composite bombs (Fig. 4D,E). Although most of the foamed pumices are spheroidal, some 264 
are irregular in shape and have truncated vesicles that suggests they are no longer in situ (Fig. 4F). In 265 
particular, within matrix-dominated composite bombs (Fig. 3I) the foamed pumices have a flattened 266 
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vesicular fabric that is oblique to the clast margins and these may have been rounded by abrasion in 267 
fluidized matrix material rather than foaming in situ. 268 

The matrix is usually oxidized to brown or red in hand sample (Fig. 3D-I) and thin section (Fig. 4B). The 269 
degree of oxidation in Cordón Caulle pyroclastic material has previously been linked to the inverse 270 
depth of formation within the conduit (Paisley et al. 2019b), but here we note that oxidation also varies 271 
radially within the breadcrusted composite bombs (inset to Fig. 3D). In clast-dominated bombs, the 272 
matrix is in inter-clast tendrils that range in thickness from a few 10s of micrometers µm up to 10 mm 273 
(Fig. 3E-F, 4B). In BSE images, it is clear that the matrix is comprised of ash particles (Fig. 4D-H). The 274 
particles have an strong modal diameter of 10 - 20 µm, with only rare particles up to ~160 µm (Whattam 275 
2018) and) that are preserved in various states of viscous sintering (Vasseur et al. 2013; Wadsworth et 276 
al. 2014) and compaction (Wadsworth et al. 2019) (Fig. 4D-H). Even within the area covered by a single 277 
thin section (Fig. 4B), matrix domains of similar sizes are preserved in vastly different states, from 278 
relatively porous (Fig. 4E) to almost completely dense (Fig. 4G). Furthermore, many high-porosity 279 
regions in the matrix have clearly foamed in situ. Similar to the foamed pumice clasts, these domains 280 
have dense margins but central cavities of large and extensively coalesced vesicles (Fig. 4H). Figure 5 281 
shows the size distribution of 1525 ash particles, as measured on 61 BSE images from nine different 282 
composite bombs. The measured particles were mainly in matrix domains, but also included particles 283 
that were visible within clastogenic obsidian. Sintering particles have a strong modal diameter of 10 – 284 
20 µm (45% of the counted particles), with rare particles up to ~175 µm.  285 

3.3 Mafic component in composite bombs 286 

There is compositional complexity in the Cordón Caulle composite bombs. Clastogenic domains (both 287 
clasts and matrix) contain a minor but pervasive mafic component (Fig. 4C-G). The mafic glass is basaltic 288 
andesite (55.6 – 62.1 wt% SiO2) (Whattam 2018) that is brighter in BSE images than the low-silica 289 
rhyolitic glasse (70.1 – 72.7 wt% SiO2) that makes up the majority of the composite bombs, the pre-290 
transition Plinian ejecta, and post-transition lava flow (Castro et al. 2013; Schipper et al. 2019). Mafic 291 
particles are usually in the ash size range (< 2 mm) but occasionally as big as small lapilli (Fig. 4B). 292 
Regardless of the local degree of sintering, boundaries between mafic and rhyolitic particles are sharp, 293 
and do not form compositionally mixed continuums continua along inter-particle necks (Fig. 4F,G). 294 
Mafic particles range from being glassy to having holocrystalline groundmass rich in quench microlites. 295 
Here, we simply use the presence of the mafic particles as a useful indicator of the clastogenic origin of 296 
any clast or domain in which they are hosted. Their presence reveals compositional complexity in the 297 
magmatic system that fed the 2011-2012 Cordón Caulle eruption, and their compositions, origins, and 298 
significance are currently being examined in a companion study.   299 

3.4 X-Ray Computed Tomography and permeability modeling 300 

Low-resolution (13 µm/voxel edge) CT scans provide an overview of the structure of composite bombs. 301 
In a low-density clast-dominated bomb, the irregular shapes and high-curvature or pointed tips of 302 
borderless pumice clasts are apparent (Fig. 5Fig. 6A). The matrix in this case is in relatively thin inter-303 
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clast domains that appear to suture neighbouring clasts together (Fig. 5Fig. 6A) (Gardner et al. 2017). 304 
In a rare but striking matrix-dominated bomb (Fig. 2I, and also Fig. 2b of Heap et al. 2019) banding of 305 
variable density is apparent in the matrix that wraps around the isolated pumice clasts (Fig. 5Fig. 6B). 306 
These are similar to the fine and coarse laminations observed in tuffisite veins within composite bombs 307 
described by Paisley et al. (2019a).   308 

To investigate how sintering influenced open- and closed-system degassing, permeability modeling was 309 
performed on sub-volumes digitally extracted from high-resolution CT scans (Fig. 5Fig. 6C-D). The 1.5 310 
µm/voxel edge resolution of these scans ensured that key permeability-controlling structures such as 311 
thin glass walls in vesicular regions and small interstitial pores in sintering regions were accounted for 312 
in the flow simulations. Four types of sub-volumes were digitally isolated. The first three captured 313 
singular textural domains: obsidian, pumice, or matrix. The fourth was a set of composite sub-volumes 314 
(e.g., Fig. 5Fig. 6D) in which gas flow through variably textured domains was simulated (Fig. 5Fig. 6D-E). 315 
These were selected to investigate the effect of textural heterogeneity on porosity and permeability. 316 

Obsidian clasts have porosity (ϕ) ranging from 0.07 to 0.17, and permeability (k) that spans three orders 317 
of magnitude, from 1x10-19 to 6.5x10-16 m2. However, most of these have permeability < 10-18 m2, with 318 
only one sample that had both the lowest porosity and highest permeability in the obsidian suite. 319 
Pumice clasts have porosity ranging from 0.66 to 0.75, and permeability ranging from 9.3x10-13 to 320 
6.8x10-12 m2. The matrix has intermediate porosity ranging from 0.20 to 0.58, and permeability from 321 
1.4x10-14 to 2.1x10-12 m2 (Fig. 5Fig. 6E). 322 

A Kozeny-Carman type power-law best fit (R2 = 0.68) to the matrix subvolumes is: 323 

 k = 8x10-12 x ϕ3.5     (1) 324 

The fit to the matrix is strikingly similar to the scaled porosity-permeability relationship defined for 325 
sintering of volcanic ash with an initial particle diameter of 10 µm (Wadsworth et al. 2016), which is 326 
significant when recalling that the matrix formed by sintering of ash with a diameter of ~10-20 µm (Fig. 327 
5). The best fit to the matrix extends to describe the porosity-permeability data from pumice clasts in 328 
the composite bombs, however all but one of obsidian clasts have dramatically lower permeability.  329 

An example pumice-dominated sub-volume (Fig, 4D, example i) has porosity of 0.70 and permeability 330 
of 4.2x10-12 m2, consistent with the data from pumice clasts. However, sub-volumes with more dramatic 331 
composite textures have permeabilities that are highly variable. In most cases they have lower 332 
permeability than matrix with equivalent porosity. This is most pronounced in the high-porosity 333 
composites (ϕ > 0.5) where modeled permeabilities are up to two orders of magnitude lower than 334 
expected from the best fit to the modeled matrix (Fig. 5Fig. 6E). Many of the composite subvolumes fall 335 
within or below the porosity-permeability curves defined for fabric-parallel and –perpendicular 336 
multicomponent welded ignimbrites (Wright and Cashman 2014). Furthermore, the Wright and 337 
Cashman (2014) field encompasses only slightly higher permeability than that measured in a core 338 
extracted from a matrix-dominated Cordón Caulle composite bomb (Heap et al. 2019). The material 339 
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measured by Heap et al. (2019) was extracted from the same matrix-dominated composite bomb 340 
shown in Figures 2I and 5B. We did not scan this bomb at high resolution and therefore cannot directly 341 
compare our modeled permeability with their measurements but note that such matrix-dominated 342 
bombs are relatively rare at Cordón Caulle. 343 

Overall, the modeled porosity-permeability relationship for the matrix is consistent with the expected 344 
trend for viscous sintering of fine ash (Wadsworth et al. 2016). However, heterogeneous subvolumes 345 
of the Cordón Caulle composite bombs, which include multiple types of domains and interfaces 346 
between them are highly variable. They are more consistent with the porosity-permeability 347 
relationships observed in welded, multicomponent volcanic materials, especially at higher porosities 348 
(Wright and Cashman 2014; Heap et al. 2019).  349 

4 Discussion 350 

4.1 Composite bombs: clastogenic remnants of a conduit in transition 351 

The high-energy ballistic emplacement of composite bombs bridged subplinian explosivity and lava flow 352 
emergence at Cordón Caulle (SERNAGEOMIN/OVDAS 2011; Castro et al. 2013; Pistolesi et al. 2015). The 353 
bombs themselves therefore represent the best available evidence of the textural state of magma in 354 
the shallow conduit when it was undergoing the explosive-effusive transition. Within the classical view 355 
that such transitions are controlled by a shift from closed- to open-system degassing (Eichelberger et 356 
al. 1986; Giachetti et al. 2020), magma in transitioning conduits might be expected to be high-357 
permeability foams, or to be intensely crosscut by high-permeability fractures. Instead, the conduit was 358 
filled with a heterogeneous mixture of previously fragmented and variably welded/sintered clastic 359 
material, with permeability often much lower than expected for an equivalent magmatic porosity (Fig. 360 
5Fig. 6E). This indicates that magmatic processes of textural evolution (e.g., vesiculating melt) played 361 
less of a deterministic role than clastogenic processes (e.g., fragmentation and sintering) in controlling 362 
outgassing, shifts in eruption style, and final textural evolution of eruptive products. 363 

Magmatic processes describe a melt (± crystals) evolving by bubble nucleation, growth, and 364 
coalescence (Sparks 1978; Cashman and Mangan 1994). The fate of gas within the pore space is 365 
controlled by a hysteresis loop relative to percolation and permeability thresholds (Rust and Cashman 366 
2004) that determine if the magma ultimately meets one of several criteria for fragmentation or 367 
outgases to be preserved as a coherent body of lava (e.g., Alidibirov and Dingwell 2000) (Fig. 6Fig. 7). It 368 
is increasingly recognized that clastogenic processes can also cause fragmented material to enter a 369 
qualitatively similar evolutionary path, albeit with significantly different threshold values (Tuffen et al. 370 
2003; Tuffen and Dingwell 2005; Castro et al. 2012; Vasseur et al. 2013; Wadsworth et al. 2014; 371 
Wadsworth et al. 2016; Gardner et al. 2017; Gardner et al. 2018, 2019) (Fig. 6Fig. 7). Viscous sintering 372 
reduces porosity and permeability (Wadsworth et al. 2014; Kendrick et al. 2016; Wadsworth et al. 2016; 373 
Gardner et al. 2017), and increases strength (Kolzenburg et al. 2012; Vasseur et al. 2013). Sintering can 374 
ultimately yield a continuous melt (Gardner et al. 2018, 2019), and recent work even indicates that 375 
silicic lavas themselves may be generated in this way (Wadsworth et al. 2020). The most important 376 
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difference between the magmatic and clastogenic evolutionary cycles is their percolation thresholds, 377 
which are an order of magnitude greater in vesiculating melts (ϕ ~0.3) than in sintering masses (ϕ ~0.03) 378 
(Wadsworth et al. 2016). 379 

Magma rise in the Cordón Caulle conduit must have started with magmatic textural evolution as the 380 
rhyolite melt ascended from its 5-10 9 km pre-eruptive storage zone (Castro et al. 2013; Delgado 2020), 381 
but clastogenic processes dominated textural evolution in the lead up to the explosive-effusive 382 
transition. The matrix in composite bombs is clearly a product of viscous sintering (Fig. 4E-G). Further, 383 
the clasts (lithics excepted) can be linked to different stages of clastogenic textural evolution (Fig. 6Fig. 384 
7). Some obsidian is demonstrably clastogenic (inset to Fig. 4C), but “homogenous” obsidian (Fig. 4C) 385 
could equally be clastogenic but with evidence of the original particles having been completely erased. 386 
The absence of preserved particle outlines in “homogeneous” obsidian at Cordón Caulle is not 387 
necessarily evidence against it having had clastogenic origins. Here, it is noteworthy that residual water 388 
contents in pyroclastic obsidian at Cordón Caulle are very low (<0.3 wt.%; Schipper et al. 2013; Castro 389 
et al. 2014) compared to those found at other silicic volcanoes such as Mono Craters (≤ 2.71 wt.%; 390 
Newman et al. 1988) or Chaitén (≤ 1.6 wt.%Castro et al. 2014; Forte and Castro 2019). Although this is 391 
not in itself conclusive evidence that all Cordón Caulle obsidian is clastogenic, low residual H2O would 392 
be expected if the obsidian clasts formed by sintering of shallowly-degassed fine ash. Furthermore, 393 
while the “borderless” pumice may represent portions of a magmatic foam, the “foamed” pumice (and 394 
matrix) appear to have expanded in situ. These pumices may also be clastogenic, with foaming having 395 
been driven by exsolution of residual H2O from sintered melt, or by thermal expansion of H2O that was 396 
entrapped between particles during the sintering process (Saubin et al. 2016; von Aulock et al. 2017; 397 
Forte and Castro 2019; Browning et al. 2020). Textures within the Cordón Caulle composite bombs 398 
demonstrate the importance of clastogenic textural evolution in a silicic conduit (Fig. 6Fig. 7), and 399 
highlight the vastly different textural states of melt that can be generated and closely juxtaposed within 400 
a transitioning conduit (Saubin et al. 2016; Isgett et al. 2017; Paisley et al. 2019b; Wadsworth et al. 401 
2020). 402 

Vulcanian eruptions often produce breccia bombs that demonstrate there to have been an abundance 403 
of fragmental material in the subsurface. The Cordón Caulle composite bombs are different from typical 404 
vent breccias (e.g., Yamagashi and Freebrey 1994) in that they have very low abundances of 405 
lithic/accidental clasts, and are instead comprised of juvenile products preserved in various states of 406 
viscous sintering(Yamagashi and Freebrey 1994). Although some proportion of the composite bombs’ 407 
components may have accumulated by fallback into the vent, the assembly of these components into 408 
a composite mass was clearly driven by continuous delivery of fresh ash from below. The most striking 409 
evidence for this is the mafic component within the bombs’ clasts and matrix. No surface expression of 410 
mafic melts was documented during the 2011-2012 Cordón Caulle eruption, and no deposits of this 411 
compositionally distinct material have been found in our fieldwork. We conclude that the composite 412 
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bombs represent material delivered directly from the subsurface to the shallow vent region, where it 413 
accumulated and sintered to various degrees.      414 

4.2 No decline in fragmentation in the lead-up to effusion  415 

The classical traditional equivalency drawn between fragmentation and explosivity is continually under 416 
scrutinyhas been challenged in recent times (e.g., Wadsworth et al. 2020). In its traditional form, this 417 
argument implies This traditional model posited that a decline in fragmentation efficiency – which is 418 
inversely proportional to the grainsize of the resulting particles (Kueppers et al. 2006) – should be 419 
expected in the lead-up to an explosive-effusive transition. If viewed macroscopically, the shift from 420 
ejection of sub-Plinian tephra to coarse composite bombs that occurred 8-9 days into the Cordón Caulle 421 
eruption (SERNAGEOMIN/OVDAS 2011; Castro et al. 2013; Pistolesi et al. 2015) marked a dramatic 422 
reduction in fragmentation efficiency. However, the particles that sintered to form the components of 423 
the composite bombs were originally of a very fine grainsize (~10 – 20 µm; Fig. 5) –  finer than the modal 424 
grainsize of any deposits from the preceding explosive activity (Pistolesi et al. 2015; although direct 425 
comparison is difficult due to different tranport histories). The sizes of pyroclast upon ejection from a 426 
conduit are sometimes inversely linked to fragmentation depths (Dufek et al. 2012). Such a relationship 427 
can be logically envisioned for Cordón Caulle, with fine ash, clasts, and composite bombs representing 428 
the products of progressively shallower fragmentation events. UThe ultimately, the final fragmentation 429 
event that created the bombs may have been of low-efficiency, but the cycles of fragmentation that 430 
provided starting materials for sintering of their components were no less efficient than those that 431 
produced Plinian tephra. Furthermore, Cordón Caulle sustained an ash column throughout the ejection 432 
of composite bombs (Fig. 1E) and subsequent hybrid activity (Fig. 1F-G), indicating that some of the 433 
rising magma was being finely fragmented at all times during the eruption.   434 

4.3 Timescales of in-conduit sintering 435 

The small initial grainsize (~10 – 20 µm) of the in-conduit granular suspension would have been crucial 436 
to composite bomb formation and conduit closure. Sintering-driven matrix densification tracks with 437 
time (t) according to the characteristic sintering timescale in the absence of confining stresses (λS) 438 
(Vasseur et al. 2013; Wadsworth et al. 2014): 439 

𝜙(𝑡) = 𝜙𝑖𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
3𝑡
2𝜆𝑆

) with   𝜆𝑆 =
𝜂�̅�
𝜎

 (2) 440 

where ϕi is the initial porosity (~0.45 for close –packed natural ash particles; Kendrick et al. 2016), and 441 
λS depends on particle radius (R), melt viscosity (η) and interfacial surface tension (σ  = 0.22 Nm-1). 442 
Viscosity is estimated to be 2.0x107 to 1.6x108 Pa s, using the model of Giordano et al. (2008) with an 443 
average pyroclast glass composition from Schipper et al. (2019), the 0.04 to 0.31 wt% range of H2O 444 
measured in various composite bomb components by Castro et al. (2014), and a temperature of 900 445 
˚C. This is the upper end of the pre-eruptive storage temperature of the Cordón Caulle magma (Castro 446 
et al. 2013), but is justified by morphological inferences that the lava first emerged at ~900 ˚C (Magnall 447 
et al. 2017). This demonstrates that a high degree of thermal insulation in the conduit was maintained 448 
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through the explosive-effusive transition, and suggests that the approach of lava-forming melt would 449 
have provided a significant source of heat to sintering materials entrapped in the upper conduit. The 450 
fine initial grainsize of the granular suspension at Cordón Caulle would also have ensured rapid diffusive 451 
hydration of sintering particles with hydration timescales (λD) similar to sintering timescales (λS) 452 
(calculated according to Gardner et al. 2018, 2019). Significant hydration of sintering materials is 453 
apparent in the foaming of bomb components (Fig. 4D,E,H) and the overall breadcrusting of composite 454 
bombs (Fig. 3C,D).   455 

  456 

The time evolution of porosity (Eq. 2) and permeability (Eq. 1) indicate that only 13 (for H2O = 0.31 wt%) 457 
to 109 (for H2O = 0.04 wt%) minutes would be required for Cordón Caulle’s subterranean granular 458 
suspension to drop below the percolation threshold (ϕ = 0.03; Wadsworth et al. 2016). Such rapid 459 
sintering timescales can explain why composite bombs can have juxtaposed materials of vastly different 460 
porosities and textures: the timescales of textural evolution are short enough that small local variations 461 
in H2O, grainsize, or temperature could result in closely juxtaposed domains of clastogenic melt 462 
achieving very different positions in porosity-permeability space, even with evolutionary times that 463 
were only marginally different (Fig. 7).  Nearly identicalSimilarly short times (12 to 98 minutes) would 464 
be required for the permeability of the sintering matrix to drop below 10-16 m2, a presumed cutoff 465 
between open- and closed-system degassing regimes (Collinson and Neuberg 2012). Although care 466 
must be taken in extrapolating from matrix permeabilities modeled at the micron-scale to inferences 467 
about full conduit closure, we note that matrix-bearing composite domains tend to have permeabilities 468 
that are significantly lower than expected for texturally homogeneous materials of equivalent porosity 469 
(Fig. 6E). This is presumably because (1) even thin tendrils of intercalated sintered matrix interfere with 470 
gas flow through the high-porosity pumiceclasts domains, and (2) foamed pumice and matrix domains 471 
have poorly-vesicular margins that block gas flow (c.f., the closed foams of von Aulock et al. 2017). 472 
Therefore, the evolution of permeability within sintering matrix appears to have controlled the 473 
permeability evolution over longer lengthscales within the evolving Cordón Caulle conduit, but with 474 
anthe important caveat that: our analyses do not capture the influence of large, interconnected pore 475 
spaces or pathways that may have existed in Cordón Caulle’s shallow conduit. However, (1) the largest 476 
of observed pore spaces in Cordón Caulle composite bombs appear to be post-eruptive features; and 477 
(2) syn-eruptive observations indicated that preferential degassing pathways through the shallow 478 
conduit, although important, were relatively fixed in specific and discrete locations of shear localization 479 
within the conduit-plugging lava (Schipper et al. 2013). 480 

Based on the observation that all components of the composite bombs were, or could have once been, 481 
finely fragmented material, we propose that the lead-up to the explosive-effusive transition at Cordón 482 
Caulle did not involve a reduction in fragmentation efficiency. Instead, maintained (or even increased) 483 
fragmentation efficiency yielded a subterranean granular suspension of very fine grainsize that rapidly 484 
sintered under hydrous conduit conditions, with commensurate reduction in porosity and permeability, 485 
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and local resorption of H2O to yield an impermeable and hydrous plug that was effective in choking off 486 
the main explosive phase of the eruption. Interestingly, although the production of fine ash required 487 
initial fragmentation to be efficient, the reduction in porosity that accompanies sintering of this 488 
material actually raises the amount of energy required to achieve fragmentation thresholds (Spieler et 489 
al. 2004). The diminution of tephra plumes at Cordón Caulle occurred because explosivity was “self-490 
extinguishing”, as efficient fragmentation actually enhanced the efficacy of sintering. It does not, 491 
however, represent a significant decline in fragmentation efficiency or energy.   492 

4.4 Complex magma ascent in silicic fissures 493 

Any vision of Cordón Caulle’s plumbing system needs to accommodate several observed phenomena, 494 
including: (1) feeding of the initial Plinian eruption and subsequent changes in explosive character 495 
(Castro et al. 2013; Pistolesi et al. 2015); (2) accumulation of unerupted magma (of unconstrained 496 
coherence) in a sub-vent laccolith (Castro et al. 2016); (3) multiple, widely spaced deformation centres 497 
along the edifice (Jay et al. 2014; Delgado et al. 2016); (4) the recognition that the eruption tapped 498 
several similar-but-distinct melt bodies (Alloway et al. 2015); and (5) hybrid explosive-effusive activity 499 
(i.e., co-eruption of fragmented and coherent magma; Castro et al. 2013; Schipper et al. 2013). 500 
Furthermore, the composite bomb textures require a subsurface architecture that allowed: (1) efficient 501 
fragmentation of magma(s) into viscous rhyolite (+/- mafic) particles; (2) accumulation, viscous 502 
sintering and textural evolution into domains with textures represented by the clasts of composite 503 
bombs; (3) fracturing of these sintered materials to create pathways through and into which additional 504 
fine ash could transit and accumulate; and (4) accommodating transit of coherent ,  unfragmented (or 505 
clastogenic; Wadsworth et al. 2020) lava-forming magma to the surface.  506 

Such wide diversity of processes can be reconciled when remembering that Cordón Caulle is fed by a 507 
magmatic fissure system, in which there is significant magma movement laterally as well as vertically 508 
(Lara et al. 2006; Castro et al. 2013; Jay et al. 2014). The fissural character of Cordón Caulle was starkly 509 
expressed at the surface in the 1960 eruption, in which >20 vents opened along a 5.5 km long NW-SE 510 
fissure (Fig. 2A; Lara et al. 2004). Vents were comparatively focused in 2011-2012, but did show some 511 
rift-parallel shifts (Fig. 1G), and multiple loci of explosivity were maintained into the waning stages of 512 
hybrid activity (Schipper et al. 2013). Furthermore, in the first three days of the eruption, magma was 513 
fed from two distinct sources, 2-10 km along the fissure from the vent (Jay et al. 2014). Magma that 514 
rises in a structurally controlled fissure system can exploit pre-existing fractures/faults in accordance 515 
with local stress regimes (Lara et al. 2004) such that: (1) magma is not constrained to cylindrical conduit; 516 
(2) magma can exploit new paths of least resistance along strike of the fissure in the event of local 517 
blockage by sintering or other processes; and (3) magma that erupts explosively and effusively can have 518 
had entirely different ascent paths, instead of having to share a common path in which degassing 519 
regimes are required to change over time (Fig. 87). 520 

Ultimately, there was no apparent wholesale shift from processes causing explosivity to those causing 521 
effusivity at Cordón Caulle. Fragmentation continued throughout the eruption, but efficient sub-surface 522 
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sintering eventually diminished its expression at the surface, in a process of “self-extinguishing”. A 523 
clastic origin for silicic lava itself has been investigated in at Cordón Caulle (Castro et al. 2014), and has 524 
recently been argued for silicic lavas in general (Wadsworth et al. 2020). However, no textural evidence 525 
has been presented to show that the 2011-2012 lava flow itself has clastogenic origins (e.g., Schipper 526 
et al. (2019) found no evidence for mafic particles in their geochemical and textural investigation of ~20 527 
samples from the 2011-2012 lava flow). This bears further investigation and the development of 528 
additional methods for examining cryptic and overprinted clastic signatures. However, based on 529 
available data, the 2011-2012 Cordón Caulle Lava lava does not appear to have resulted from a 530 
progressive decline in fragmentation efficiency, but the arrival of melt that evaded fragmentation – at 531 
least during its ultimate exit from the vent. In the case of Cordón Caullethis case, the shift from 532 
explosive-to-effusive thus represents two distinctly separate, but overlapping, events: (1) the “self-533 
extinguishing” of explosivity by viscous sintering, and (2) the arrival of coherent melt at the vent. The 534 
fact that these types of activity could occur simultaneously may at least partly be because Cordón 535 
Caulle’s extensive fissure system provides a variety of magma ascent pathways in which decompression 536 
rates, shear, and other controls on eruptive style could vary (Taylor et al. 1983; e.g., Eichelberger et al. 537 
1986; Newman et al. 1988; Degruyter et al. 2012; Nguyen et al. 2014; Cassidy et al. 2018). It is also 538 
important to note that continued fragmentation and sintering-driven conduit closure may have been 539 
the mechanism for the explosive-effusive transition at Cordón Caulle, but this does not preclude the 540 
transition having been driven or enhanced by extrinsic changes such as declining magma supply or 541 
ascent rates (Nguyen et al. 2014; Cassidy et al. 2018).  542 

4.5 Equivalency of silicic conduits and tuffisite veins 543 

Models of the plumbing system and shallow vent architecture at Cordón Caulle have evolved through 544 
a series of studies since the 2011-2012 eruption. Castro et al. (2013) described how magma delivery via 545 
a dike could have explained different ascent paths for explosively and effusively erupted magma. This 546 
interpretation remains valid, but the extent and complexity of magma recharge and withdrawal at 547 
Cordón Caulle was subsequently made clearer by analyses of edifice deformation (Jay et al. 2014; 548 
Delgado et al. 2016). Schipper et al. (2013) used observations of waning hybrid activity and textures of 549 
ash produced during the observed period and two bombs assumed to have been produced during 550 
Vulcanian blasts to describe Cordón Caulle’s shallow vent as an outlet primarily choked by lava-forming 551 
magma that was crosscut by a branching network of permeable degassing structures that enabled gas 552 
fluxing from depth to be maintained. Their interpretations also remain valid, but lacking access to the 553 
full bomb field, they underestimated the degree to which the shallow conduit was filled with 554 
fragmented material rather than coherent melt. Paisley et al. (2019b) then presented a more complex 555 
vision of the Cordón Caulle conduit, including the recognition that repeated in-conduit fracturing was 556 
pervasive, and important to producing the breccia bombs that were part of their analytical sample suite. 557 
Here, our new examination of composite bombs shows that subsurface, multi-generational 558 
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fragmentation and sintering characterized the dynamics within the shallow conduit during the 559 
explosive-effusive transition at Cordón Caulle. 560 

Clastic products dominated the conduit at Cordón Caulle in the days immediately preceding the 561 
emergence of lava (and have been recognized at other similar volcanoes; Adams et al. 2006), and 562 
permeability of this evolving composite material was controlled by viscous sintering. From a product 563 
perspective, there is significant textural similarity between clasts and matrix within the Cordón Caulle 564 
composite bombs and tuffisites from other volcanoes (e.g., Stasiuk et al. 1996; Tuffen and Dingwell 565 
2005; Saubin et al. 2016). From a process perspective, tuffisite formation has been described as: (1) 566 
fragmentation and deposition of fragmental material; (2) sintering and magma backfilling; and (3) 567 
excavation and outgassing (Kendrick et al. 2016). The representative length scales over which these 568 
processes occur is the only fundamental difference between tuffisite veins and the conduit that was 569 
disrupted to produce the composite bombs at Cordón Caulle. Further, the recent study of Kolzenburg 570 
et al. (2019) treats edifice-penetrating tuffisite veins and pyroclast-filled conduits as fundamentally 571 
identical, although with different sizes and geometries. Their model showed rapid conductive cooling 572 
in tuffisites to lock-in high vein permeability, whereas slow cooling in cylindrical conduits creates a wide 573 
and efficient welding window that rapidly destroys original porosity, permeability, and outgassing 574 
potential. The Cordón Caulle composite bombs provide a robust example of this fundamental conduit-575 
tuffisite equivalency.  576 

5 Conclusions 577 

We have investigated the textures of composite bombs ejected in the lead-up to the explosive-effusive 578 
transition at Cordón Caulle volcano (2011-2012). We find evidence that fine ash was continuously 579 
generated in the sub-surface throughout the eruption. The finely fragmented subterranean granular 580 
suspension was ideally suited to in-conduit viscous sintering that ultimately extinguished explosivity. 581 
Therefore, the appearance of lava at Cordón Caulle – and hence the onset of the explosive-effusive 582 
transition – may have depended more on rates of melt fracture and sintering, rather than on the 583 
generation of permeable outgassing pathways in a coherent, vesiculating melt body. We conclude that 584 
in order to accurately capture the controls on explosive-effusive transitions that are critical to 585 
mitigating the hazards from silicic eruptions, new models should incorporate clastogenic (sintering) 586 
processes of textural evolution into classical visions of magmatic textural evolution. Furthermore, we 587 
see silicic conduits and much-studied tuffisite veins to be phenomenologically identical, differing only 588 
in scale. 589 
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Figure 1. Location and eruption progression. A-F. Terra/MODIS (NASA Worldview) images spanning the 814 
first 16 days of the 2011-2012 Cordón Caulle eruption. Apparent shift in vent location from June 5 – 7 815 
is a function of different off-nadir view angles; once corrected for parallax the vent locations are within 816 
error of each other (Wang et al. 2011). Deformation centres identified in INSAR interferograms by Jay 817 
et al. (2014). Inset to F shows location of the Puyehue-Cordón Caulle Volcanic Complex (PCVCC). G. 818 
GeoEye-1 image of multiple vents, ~2 weeks after lava emergence. Inset shows location of the Puyehue-819 
Cordón Caulle Volcanic Complex (PCVCC).  820 

Figure 2. Bomb distributions. A. Recent deposits from Cordón Caulle (Google Earth Image taken 4 Oct, 821 
2012 by Maxar Technologies, 2020). Red points are sampled composite bombs, dashed lines mark 822 
approximate extents of “proximal” and “distal” bomb fields. Boxes show locations of images in B-C. B-823 
C. Orthographic images from a 2017 overflight of Cordón Caulle (Schipper et al., unpublished data). B. 824 
The 2011-2012 vent(s), littered with dark, dense, proximal lava bombs that lack ballistic impact craters. 825 
C. An ash-covered topographic high that is heavily pockmarked by ballistic impact craters. D-E. 826 
Photographs of proximal bomb field (D) and typical impact crater in distal bomb field (E).  827 

Figure 3. Cordón Caulle bombs. A. Proximal lava bombs/blocks. B. Proximal obsidian bomb with 828 
localized expansion along some flow bands. C-D. Breadcrusted composite bombs. Inset to (D) shows 829 
cavity at the bomb’s centre indicating en masse expansion regardless of multicomponent structure. E-830 
F. Low-density composite bombs primarily composed of flattened pumice in an oxidized matrix. The 831 
bombs shown in (E) was selected for high-resolution CT analysis. G-H. High-density composite bombs. 832 
Similar in overall structure to (D-F), but with a higher proportion of dense clasts. I. Composite bomb in 833 
which matrix volumetrically dominates over clasts. J. Obsidian bomb lacking any obvious matrix, but 834 
still composite due to containing pumice clasts.  835 

Figure 4. Textures of composite bombs. A. Breadcrusted composite bomb from which all images were 836 
collected. B. Flatbed scan of thin section. Large brown vesicular clast in the centre is mafic. C-H. BSE 837 
images from the thin section in (B). Red arrows indicate some of the mafic particles, which appear 838 
lighter than rhyolite in BSE images. Orange dashed lines indicate boundaries between domains where 839 
identifiable. C. Obsidian with “homogeneous” region and “clastogenic” region that contains mafic 840 
domains and particle outlines that reveal a clastic origin. Interface is expanded in inset frame. D. 841 
Pumices that have isotropically foamed in situ, bound to obsidian and other clasts by sintered matrix. 842 
E. Thick matrix domain separating borderless and foamed pumice clasts. Note that the matrix maintains 843 
significant porosity despite constituent particles being flattened parallel to the long axis of the domain 844 
itself. F. Two foamed pumice clasts bound by mafic-bearing matrix material. Note that vesicles in the 845 
right-hand pumice are flattened against the matrix domain. G. Low-porosity matrix. Most of the pore 846 
space is adjacent to mafic particles. H. Matrix that has vesiculated in situ after binding together 847 
crystalline lithic and borderless pumice clasts. The matrix shown in E-H roughly delineate a progression 848 
in textural evolution, first on a sintering path of declining porosity from E to G, and then a path of 849 
vesiculation from G to H. 850 
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Figure 5. Histogram of particle sizes (5 µm bins) within sintering and/or clastogenic domains. 2D Particle 851 
diameters (n = 1525) were measured on 61 BSE images from nine different composite bombs. The 852 
measured particles are dominantly from within matrix domains, but identifiable particles from within 853 
clastogenic obsidian were also included in the count where possible (e.g., mafic particles in Fig. 4B). The 854 
size range of 10 – 20 µm accounts for 45% of particles.     855 

Figure 65. CT investigation of composite bombs. A-B. 3D renderings of low-resolution CT scans of clast-856 
dominated (A) and matrix-dominated (B) composite bombs. C. High-resolution 3D rendering of 857 
composite bomb material, capturing a wide range of different components. D. Example subvolumes 858 
isolated from (C), upon which Lattice Boltzmann permeability simulations were performed. Lower case 859 
Roman numerals link these specific volumes to their porosities and permeabilities in (E) E. Porosity-860 
permeability plot for composite bomb components, against relationships for sintering of monodisperse 861 
rhyolite particles (Wadsworth et al. 2016) and natural welded tuffs (Wright and Cashman 2014). 862 

Figure 67. A qualitative magmatic-clastogenic textural evolution cycle in porosity (ϕ) – permeability (k) 863 
space. Figure is based on the porosity-permeability hysteresis loop described by (Rust and Cashman 864 
2004) and illustrated by (Cashman and Sparks 2013). Processes are marked within axes, and products 865 
are indicated outside axes. The magmatic and clastogenic cycles begin (at to) from a coherent bubble-866 
free melt and a fragmented granular suspension, respectively. The colours of arrows and text indicate 867 
which processes and products are unique to each cycle or common to both. Note that all textures 868 
observed in Cordón Caulle composite bombs can be achieved by clastogenic processes, but not all can 869 
be linked to magmatic processes. The figure is necessarily qualitative because key limits such as the 870 
percolation threshold (ϕc) are vastly different in magmatic (0.2 ≤ ϕc ≤ 0.7) and clastogenic (ϕc ≈ 0.03) 871 
systems (Wadsworth et al. 2016 and references therein). 872 

Figure 8Figure 7. Schematic portrayal of the evolution of clastogenic processes in the first 10 days of 873 
the 2011-2012 Cordón Caulle eruption. Images are roughly to scale in the horizontal, based on the 874 
surface expressions of the laccolith and vent (e.g., as in Fig. 2A). Vertical is not to scale.  875 

 876 

 877 
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Table 1. Composite Bomb descriptions and analysis types
Hand Thin

Name Lat Long Elev Comment Figure Sample Section SEM Low High
P13-B01 -40.510 -72.177 1563 Decimetric fragments of obsidian composite around ~2.5 m impact crater
P13-B10 -40.524 -72.148 1648 Pumice-dominated composite bomb with grey matrix and black foamed interior
011-IS -40.524 -72.147 1645 Large obsidian bomb, with vesicular flow bands 3J X X X

P13-B12 -40.524 -72.147 1645 Proximal obsidian bomb ("crat") X X X

P13-B13 -40.525 -72.147 1643
Obsidian-dominated composite bomb. Appears homogeneous in hand sample, composite in thin 
section ("mini")

X X X

P13-B19 -40.509 -72.156 1565 Decimetric fragments of pumice- and obsidian-dominated composite material around ~1.7 m crater X

P13-B20 -40.509 -72.156 1567 Decimetric fragments of obsidian and pumice around ~2.1 m crater

P13-B21 -40.509 -72.156 1567 ~4.2 m impact crater, with ~50 cm pumice-dominated composite bomb (fragment), light grey matrix

P13-B24 -40.509 -72.156 1563
Decimetric fragments of pumice-dominated, grey-matrix composite bomb at rim of >5 m diameter 
impact crater

P13-B25 -40.509 -72.155 1563 ~40 cm composite bomb fragment with mingled obsidian bands and in-situ foamed clasts

P13-B26 -40.510 -72.155 1561
~4.3 m impact crater with large (<60 cm) fragments of pumice-dominated composite bomb with light 
grey matrix

P13-B27 -40.510 -72.155 1560 ~6 m impact crater with decimetric fragments of obsidian and pumice breccia
P13-B32 -40.510 -72.156 1557 Fragments of obsidian-dominated composite bomb at edge of ~2 m impact crater X

P13-B35 -40.510 -72.157 1532
Large, intact, extensively breadcrusted, pumice-dominated composite bomb, with obsidian clasts <15 
cm

3C

P13-B39 -40.510 -72.156 1544
Composite bomb with large borderless pumice separated by vein of red matrix with pumice fiamme 
and obsidian

P13-B42 -40.510 -72.155 1533
Pumice-dominated composite bomb with angular obsdidian clasts, light orange matrix and no 
defined fabric

P13-B43 -40.510 -72.155 1534 Composite bomb, appears lava-like on surface, but with large glassy obsidian clast at centre

P13-B44 -40.510 -72.155 1531
~1.5 m composite bomb fragment in ~4.5 m crater. Pumice-dominated, with many in-situ foamed  
and obsidian clasts

P13-B49 -40.504 -72.155 1542 ~30 cm dense obsidian-dominated composite bomb, matrix and lithic in isolated domains
P13-B50 -40.505 -72.155 1528 ~50 cm obsidian-dominated bomb fragment at rim of ~4 m crater mantled by pumice fragments X X X

P13-B51 -40.505 -72.153 1515
~20 cm composite fragments with ~6 m crater. Sharp boundary between obsidian-dominated and 
pumice-dominated

P13-B53 -40.505 -72.152 1503
Composite bomb dominated by borderles fiamme pumice, orange matrix, striking ~4 cm obsidian 
clast, breadcrusted

3D X

P13-B55 -40.507 -72.154 1562
Coarse pumice-dominated composite, mixture of borderless pumice <50 cm and in situ foamed to ~4 
cm. Reddish matrix.

P13-B57 -40.510 -72.155 1527 ~1 m pumice-dominated compoiste with light orange matrix and poorly defined fabric

P13-B58 -40.510 -72.155 1526
Matrix-dominated composite with abundant in situ foamed pumice. Colour-banded matrix from grey-
red

3I, 5B X X X X

P13-B59 -40.510 -72.154 1506 ~1 m obsidian bomb with no obvious matrix but lithic and in situ foamed pumice
P13-B61 -40.510 -72.151 1452 ~60 cm composite dominated by borderless pumice, little matrix, and reddish interior cavity

P14-038 -40.513 -72.157 1532
Large, breadcrusted composite. Pumice dominated but with large angular obsidian to ~4 cm and grey 
matrix

4 X X X

P14-B02 -40.510 -72.158 1496 Large mid-density composite bombs with all clast types, variable fabric, and red oxidized matrix 3E, 5C-D X X X X X

P14-B05 ? ? ? Obsidian-dominated composite bomb with irregular domains of grey matrix X

P14-B52 ? ? ? Obsidian-cominated composite, no obvious matrix, in-situ foamed pumice ~5 cm X X X

P14-PIC448 ? ? ?
Pumice-dominated composite bomb with poorly-defined fabric. Brownish-red matrix, and occasional 
obsidian

P14-PIC41 -40.522 -72.148 1616 Dense lava bomb 3B X X X
P14-PIC46 -40.521 -72.148 1602 Dark, dense (composite?) lava bomb
P14-PIC40 -40.522 -72.148 1633 Dense lava bomb
P14-PIC42 -40.521 -72.148 1600 Dense lava bomb 3A
P14-PIC51 -40.521 -72.149 1591 Obsidian Composite bomb containing lithic clasts
P14-PIC52 -40.521 -72.149 1581 Large, pumice-dominated composite bomb with dark oxidized interior X X X

P14-PIC554 -40.524 -72.147 1648 Pumice-dominated composite bomb with irregular oxidation patterns
P14-PIC555 -40.524 -72.147 1648 Moderaly vesicular lava bomb. Oxidized on one surface. 
P14-PIC556 -40.524 -72.147 1646 Irregular lava bombs, moderately vesicular.
P14-PIC557 -40.524 -72.147 1650 Moderaly vesicular lava bomb. Oxidized on one surface. 
P14-PIC558 -40.524 -72.147 1648 Pumice-dominated composite bomb with red oxidized central cavity
P14-PIC559 -40.524 -72.147 1643 Fractured, pumice-dominated composite bombs with dark/oxidized cavities
P14-PIC560 -40.524 -72.146 1642 Pumice-dominated composite bomb with red oxizidized matrix
P14-PIC561 -40.524 -72.146 1643 Pumice bomb, with oxidized cavity at interior
P14-PIC562 -40.524 -72.146 1645 Large lava bomb. Several internal cavities, slight surface oxidation.
P14-PIC565 -40.523 -72.146 1650 Moderaly vesicular lava bomb. Oxidized on one surface. Large interior cavity.

P16-B01 -40.508 -72.156 1610 1.5 m diameter, pumice-dominated, breadcrusted composite bomb
P16-B02 -40.508 -72.156 1609 ~80 cm diameter, obsidian+pumice, breadcrusted composite bomb
P16-B03 -40.509 -72.156 1567 Fragments of pumice-dominated composite bomb with fabric and  pink oxidized matrix
P16-B04 -40.509 -72.156 1566 Fragments of pumice-dominated composite bomb with spase obsidian to ~3 cm
P16-B05 -40.513 -72.156 1535 Pumice-dominated composite bomb fragments with glassy in-situ foamed clasts to ~4 cm
P16-B06 -40.513 -72.156 1535 Obsidian, and frothed obsidian banded composite bomb (concertina)
P16-B07 -40.512 -72.156 1531 Pumice-fiamme dominated composite bomb with pink matrix and rare obsidian to ~5 cm 3F, 5A X X X X
P16-B09 -40.511 -72.153 1486 High-density, obsidian-dominated composite bomb with orange matrix 3H X X X X
P16-B10 -40.512 -72.150 1483 High-density, glassy, obsidian-dominated composite bomb with lithics but no obvious matrix X X X X
P16-B11 -40.512 -72.150 1470 High-density composite with banded texture, rich in borderless obsidian, small in-situ foaming X X X X
P16-B12 -40.512 -72.150 1444 Moderate density pumice fiamme composite with occasional obsidian to ~3 cm. Breadcrusted. X X
P16-B13 -40.512 -72.149 1456 Very high-denisty, obsidian-dominated composite with abundant lava-like lithic clasts X X X X
P16-B14 -40.512 -72.149 1460 Very high-denisty, obsidian composite with grey matrix X X X
P16-B15 -40.511 -72.149 1474 Composite of large borderless pumice clasts with angular and platey obsidian. No obvious matrix
P16-B16 -40.510 -72.155 1526 Matrix-dominated composite with many in-situ foamed clasts. (pebble/honeycomb bomb) X X X X

P16-B17 -40.519 -72.166 1503 Matrix-dominated composite with many in-sity foamed domains that are v. low density and glassy X X X

P16-B18 -40.519 -72.166 1501 High-denisty, obsidian-dominated composite with thin tendrils of oxidized matrix X X
P16-B19 -40.519 -72.166 1502 Pumice-dominated composite, lacking fabric, orange matrix.
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P16-B20 -40.519 -72.166 1508 Composite with wide variety of angular clasts pumice>obsidian>lithics. Light pink matix, no fabric. 3G X X X X
P16-B21 -40.520 -72.166 1502 Variably-foamed, banded, obsidian+foam composite. X X X X
P16-B22 -40.521 -72.168 1508 Slightly breadcrusted, punice-dominated composite. Grey matrix. Chaotic fabric.
P16-B23 -40.521 -72.168 1510 Breadcrusted, Pumice-dominated composite with chaotic fabric and outer obsidian rind.


